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Low-strain Si/O superlattices with tunable electronic properties: Ab initio calculations
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We propose that low-strain Si/O superlattices can be constructed by connecting reconstructed Si{001} surfaces
by Si-O-Si bridges. Ab initio calculations show that our models are energetically more favorable than all the
models proposed so far. The part of our Si/O superlattice model is experimentally accessible just by oxidizing
a Si(001) substrate. To complete our Si/O superlattice model, we propose a three-step method. We also explore
the potential of our Si/O superlattice models for new materials used in future Si electronics. We find that the
location of the channel where the carriers travel can be controlled between the interfaces and the Si layers by
the insertion of O atoms into the Si-Si dimers. By revealing the origins of the interface electron and hole states,
we find that similar interface states should be easily achieved for Si slabs and Si substrates. Interestingly, the
interface electrons and holes have small effective masses in the direction parallel to the channel and large effective
masses in the direction normal to the channel, which makes the Si/O superlattices attractive to be used for channel
materials. We also find that the valley splitting of Si is enhanced by the formation of the Si/O/Si interfaces, which
is ideal for developing Si-based qubits. Our findings open new perspectives to design and control the electronic
properties of Si.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Challenges to explore new materials and phenomena are
the driving forces to further extend the frontiers of materials
science and technology. For instance, for Si-based materials,
the discovery of photoluminescence from Si nanostructures
has stimulated studies of the impact of quantum confinement
effects to tune the light-emitting properties of Si and to
realize Si-based optoelectronics [1–10]. Another example is
the discovery of piezoresistance in Si and Ge [11], which has
stimulated the investigation of the effects of strain on the elec-
tronic transport properties of Si [12–15]. Nowadays, strained
Si is commonly used to enhance the performance of Si-based
transistors [13]. Recently, the impact of computer simulations
to offer guidelines in the identification of potentially useful
new materials has been increasing [14–21]. For example,
silicene was first predicted by ab initio calculations [19] and
then later on realized experimentally [20,21].

The idea of exploiting semiconductor atomic superlattices
(SLs), which are composed of alternate epitaxial semicon-
ductor layers and atomically thin layers of adsorbed atoms,
was proposed by Tsu to control quantum confinement ef-
fects [22–24]. Recently, the Si/O SL concept has been gaining
momentum and is expected to provide a new opportunity to
improve the electronic transport properties of Si [25,26]. The
epitaxial growth of Si on an O monolayer adsorbed on a
Si(001) substrate and the resulting epitaxial Si/O SLs have
been demonstrated [24–26]. However, given their complex
nature, the atomic structure of the Si/O/Si interfaces has
not been thoroughly resolved experimentally and remains a
mystery. The identification of the most stable structures of the
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Si/O/Si interface would be valuable for optimizing the growth
conditions and tailoring their electronic transport properties.
Several structure models of the Si/O SL have already been pro-
posed [23,27]. However, these have large formation energies
and suffer from large strains as discussed later.

In this paper, we theoretically explore the most stable
structures of the Si/O SL and propose a method to realize
them experimentally. Our ab initio calculations show that
low-energy and low-strain Si/O SLs can be constructed by
connecting reconstructed Si{001} surfaces [28] by Si-O-Si
bridges. The part of our Si/O SL model has already been
realized experimentally. By extending the technique, we
propose a three-step method to complete our Si/O SL model.
We also explore the potential of our Si/O SL models for
new materials used in future Si electronics. Interestingly, our
Si/O SL models have unique electronic properties such as the
tunable channel location, small carrier effective masses, and
large valley splitting, which makes them attractive materials
for advanced Si electronics.

II. LOW-STRAIN STRUCTURE

A. Geometrical consideration

Our strategy for constructing the Si/O SL models consists
in connecting the reconstructed Si{001} surfaces by the
Si-O-Si bridges, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) (Rec-I interface).
This Si/O/Si interface has the following five geometrical
features, which allow each atom to maintain its natural bonding
configuration.

(i) The arrangement of the Si atoms involved in the Si/O/Si
interface is intrinsic to Si, so that the interface does not induce
a large strain in the Si layers.

(ii) All the dangling bonds of the Si-Si dimers are passi-
vated by the Si-O-Si bridging bonds.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Atomic arrangement. (a) Rec-I, (b) Rec-II, (c) Luo-I, and (d) Tsu-II Si/O/Si interface models. Blue and red (light
and dark gray) particles are Si and O atoms, respectively. Blue and red (light and dark gray) bonds are Si-Si and Si-O bonds, respectively.
Framed regions define the Si/O/Si interfaces to evaluate the lattice mismatches of the interfaces with Si. (e) Epitaxial Rec-I-20ML SL. The
dashed lines show the unit cell. The arrows are the unit-cell vectors: a, b, and c. (f) Freestanding Rec-I-4ML SL.

(iii) The Si-O bond lengths and O-Si-Si bond angles
can be tuned to their optimal values by adjusting the po-
sitions of the O atoms and the distance between the Si
surfaces.

(iv) The Si-O-Si bond angles can adapt themselves to a
geometry determined by the optimal Si-O bond lengths and the
O-Si-Si bond angles because of the flexibility of the Si-O-Si
bridging bonds.

(v) The oxidation state of the interface Si atoms can be
tuned by inserting additional O atoms into the Si-Si dimers, as
illustrated in Fig. 1(b) (Rec-II interface), without inducing a
large strain since the oxygen inserted dimers (Si-O-Si dimers)
are energetically favorable structures [29].

For comparison purpose, interface models proposed by Luo
et al. [27] and Tsu et al. [23], hereafter referred to as the
Luo-I and Tsu-II models, are illustrated in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d),
respectively. Here, I (II) indicates the oxidation state of the
forefront Si atoms +1 (+2). Note that the area densities of the
O atoms for the Rec-I and Luo-I (Rec-II and Tsu-II) are 2 (4)
atoms per l2

b , where lb is the lattice constant of bulk Si: 5.460 Å
in our simulation scheme (see the Supplemental Material for
details [30]).

B. Ab initio calculation

To qualitatively investigate the stabilities of the SLs, we
carried out ab initio calculations using the QMAS code [31].
The QMAS code is based on the density functional theory (DFT)
with the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [32]
and the projector-augmented-wave method [33]. The plane-
wave cut-off energy was set to 50 Ry. The convergence
criteria of 5 × 10−5 Hartree/Bohr for forces on atoms and
3 × 10−7Hartree/Bohr3 for the stress components were used.
8 × 4 × 4, 8 × 4 × 2, and 8 × 4 × 2 k-point grids were used
for 4 ML, 20 ML, and 40 ML SLs, respectively.

We first optimized the structures of the epitaxial Rec-
I-20ML [Fig. 1(e)], Rec-II-20ML, Luo-I-20ML, and Tsu-
II-20ML SLs. Here, 20 ML indicates the number of Si
monolayers (MLs) in each Si layer. Although the interface
between the Si substrate and the Si/O SL was not included in a

unit cell, the in-plane unit-cell vectors a and b of the epitaxial
Si/O SL were constrained to match the Si(001) substrate (see
the Supplemental Material for details [30]). On the other hand,
the out-of-plane vector c and all the atomic positions were
optimized to minimize the total energy. Note that the a and
b axes were set to be along the [110] direction normal to
the Si-Si dimers and the [110] direction parallel to the Si-Si
dimers, respectively.

We compare the stabilities of the Si/O SLs in terms of their
formation energies per O atom:

f ≡ (Etot − nSiμSi − nOμO)/nO.

Here, Etot is the total energy per unit cell containing nSi Si
atoms and nO O atoms. The chemical potentials μSi and μO

correspond to the energies per atom calculated for bulk Si and
for the O2 molecules, respectively. The results summarized
in Table I demonstrate that our Rec-I-20ML (Rec-II-20ML)
model is more stable by 0.60 (1.05) eV/atom than the Luo-I-
20ML (Tsu-II-20ML) model.

To further demonstrate the advantages of our models, we
investigate the strain present in the Si/O SLs. The lattice
mismatches are often used as a measure of the strain in a
SL composed of materials having the same crystal structure.

TABLE I. Formation energies and lattice mismatches calculated
for the different models. εa ≡ (a − ab)/ab. a and b are the lengths of
the in-plane cell vectors. γ is the angle made between a and b. ab, bb,
and γb are the values for bulk Si:

√
2lb/2,

√
2lb, and 90◦, respectively.

f (eV/atom) εa (%) εb (%) εγ (%)

epitaxial Rec-I-20ML −3.62 − − −
epitaxial Luo-I-20ML −3.02 − − −
epitaxial Rec-II-20ML −4.08 − − −
epitaxial Tsu-II-20ML −3.03 − − −
freestanding Rec-I-4ML −3.67 0.0 −1.5 0.0
freestanding Luo-I-4ML −3.19 −0.2 8.6 0.0
freestanding Rec-II-4ML −4.09 2.5 2.7 0.0
freestanding Tsu-II-4ML −3.52 4.9 4.9 −18.6
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For Si/O SLs, however, the lattice mismatches are not
well defined because the atomically thin O layer does not
have a corresponding bulk structure. Accordingly, instead of
calculating the lattice mismatches of O with Si, we calculated
those of the Si/O/Si interfaces with Si. For this purpose, we
define the Si/O/Si interfaces as the framed regions illustrated
in Figs. 1(a)–1(d). The lattice mismatches of the Si/O/Si
interface can be captured by its corresponding 4 ML SL
constructed by stacking the interfaces. To quantify the lattice
mismatches of the interfaces, the lattice parameters of the
freestanding Rec-I-4ML [Fig. 1(f)], Rec-II-4ML, Luo-I-4ML,
and Tsu-II-4ML SLs were calculated by optimizing all the
unit-cell vectors without applying any constraint. Note that
freestanding indicates that the SL is not grown on a Si substrate.
The results are summarized in Table I together with their
corresponding formation energies. The lattice mismatches of
the Rec-I and Rec-II interfaces are at most 2.7%. On the other
hand, the Luo-I interface has a mismatch of 8.6% along the
b direction. This originates from the fact that the O atoms
are forced into Si-Si bonds of the diamond structure. The
Tsu-II interface has a mismatch of −18.6% in the angle made
between the a and b unit-cell vectors. This large distortion
originates from the fact that the O-Si-O bond of the interface
Si atom is twisted around the angle bisector of the Si-Si-Si
bond to connect the nonreconstructed Si{001} surfaces by the
Si-O-Si bridges. These results demonstrate that our Si/O/Si
interfaces offer better epitaxial matches with Si than the
interfaces proposed so far.

C. Clue to the experimental realization

The part of the Rec-II interface is experimentally accessi-
ble [34–37]. Actually, when a Si(001) substrate is oxidized,
an atomically thin tridymite (t-SiO2) layer can form between
the Si and amorphous SiO2 (a-SiO2). The structure of the
Si/t-SiO2 interface resembles to that of the Rec-II interface
in the sense that it contains the Si-O-Si dimers and that the
dangling bonds of the dimers are passivated by the Si-O-Si
bridging bonds. Note that although a Si/t-SiO2 structure model
composed of Si-Si dimers were considered in the original study
of Ourmazd [34], the Si-O-Si dimers would be energetically
more favorable [29,35–37]. The whole Rec-II interface should
be obtained by a three-step method as follows:

(i) oxidation of a Si(001) to form the Si/t-SiO2/a-SiO2

structure,
(ii) hydrofluoric acid treatment to remove needless t-SiO2

and a-SiO2,
(iii) epitaxial growth of Si to complete the Rec-II interface.

Finally, the Rec-II SL can be obtained by repeating the three-
step method. Note that in step (i) the thickness of SiO2 layer
may be important because it is proposed that a Si/cristobalite
(c-SiO2) interface forms at the initial stage of oxidation and
the c-SiO2 layer transforms to the t-SiO2 layer to release
compressive strains as the oxidation proceeds [34,37,38].

In addition to the epitaxial growth, our Si/O SL models
should be accessible by a solution-phase synthesis using
hydrolysis of OH-terminated Si membranes [39] because our
Si/O SLs are energetically more favorable without the Si(001)
substrate than the SLs proposed so far (Table I).

III. UNIQUE ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES

To explore the unique electronic properties, we calculated
the electronic states of the epitaxial Rec-I and Rec-II SLs using
the OpenMX code [40]. The OpenMX code is based on the
DFT with the GGA [32] and the norm-conserving pseudopo-
tentials [41]. The wave functions (WFs) are expressed by the
linear combination of pseudoatomic orbitals. The basis sets,
Si7.0-s3p3d2, O5.0-s3p3d2, and H5.0-s3p3 were used for
Si, O, and H atoms, respectively, except for the 40ML SLs
where Si7.0-s2p2d1 and O5.0-s2p2d1 were used. Here, the
abbreviation, for example Si7.0-s3p3d2, indicates that three
s, three p, and two d orbitals of a Si atom with the cut-off
radius of 7.0 Bohr were employed. The effective masses were
calculated from the band structures obtained by a noncollinear
DFT including the spin-orbit coupling [42–44], while the WFs
were calculated by a spin-unpolarized scheme. 16 × 8 × 8,
16 × 8 × 2, and 16 × 8 × 2 k-point grids were used for 4ML,
20ML and 40ML Si/O SLs, respectively.

A. Tunability of the location of the channel

Figure 2 shows the band structures and isosurfaces of the
WFs of our SLs. For comparison, we provide the correspond-
ing band structure and WFs of bulk Si in Appendix A. The most
remarkable feature of our SLs is the tunability of the location of
the channel where the electrons or holes travel. The WF of the
CI level of the Rec-I-20ML SL, which is the bottom of the first
lowest conduction band (CB1), is localized around the Si/O/Si
interfaces. On the other hand, the WF of the Va level, which
is the top of the first highest valence band (VB1), delocalizes
over the Si layers. To our surprise, the situation is reversed in
the Rec-II-20ML SL. The VB1-top VII level is the interface
state, while the WF of the CB1-bottom �2� level delocalizes
over the Si layers. The same behaviors are also found in the
Rec-I- and Rec-II-40ML SLs (Appendix B). We also show the
WFs of a Si/O SL composed of alternating Rec-I and Rec-II
interfaces in Fig. 2(e). The CB1-bottom WF is localized around
the Rec-I interface, while the VB1-top WF is localized around
the Rec-II interface. Furthermore, the interface states are also
found in isolated slab models (Appendix C). Altogether, the
location of the channel can be controlled between the Si/O/Si
interfaces and the Si layers by the interface structure.

Note that although the d orbitals are mixed a little, the Rec-I
interface state mainly consists of s, pb, and pz orbitals. On the
other hand, the Rec-II interface state consists of almost pa

orbitals only.

B. Origin of interface electron state

The Rec-I interface electron state primarily originates from
the interactions between the adjacent Si layers. This is verified
by the fact that the interface electron state also occurs in a
pile of Si slabs with H-terminated Si-Si dimers [Fig. 3(a)].
According to a previous study, the energy gap of SiO2 close
to the Si/SiO2 interface is almost the same as the band gap
of Si [36]. Similarly, the Si/O/Si interfaces, corresponding
to atomically thin suboxide layers, are not good insulators.
Therefore, the WF can penetrate through the Si/O/Si interface,
and the electronic states of the adjacent Si layers can couple
each other.
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FIG. 2. (Color) Electronic structures of the epitaxial SLs. The band structures of (a) Rec-I- and (b) Rec-II-20ML SLs. Note that the
energy is measured from the Fermi level. A = 2π
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]. These points are not necessarily in the first Brillouin zone. lb and cz are the lattice constant of bulk Si

and z component of out-of-plane unit cell-vector c (See also Fig. 1). (c) The isosurfaces (±0.020 in units of electron1/2/a3/2
0 ) of WFs of the

CI, Va, and Vb levels of the Rec-I-20ML SL. Here, a0 is the Bohr radius. (d) The isosurfaces of WFs of the �2� level (±0.018) and VII level
(±0.020) of the Rec-II-20ML SL. (e) The isosurfaces (±0.020 × 21/2) of the CB1-bottom and VB1-top WFs of a SL composed of alternating
Rec-I and Rec-II interfaces. Note that the isosurface level is 21/2 times larger than that used in (c) and (d) because the number of Rec-I (Rec-II)
interfaces per unit cell is not two but one.

The interface electron state does not occur in the Rec-II SL,
and neither in a Rec-I-like SL [Fig. 3(b)] that is constructed
by removing O atoms from the Si-O-Si dimers of the Rec-II
SL. The tetrahedral bonds of Si atoms near the Rec-I interface
are distorted to form the Si-Si dimers, but the strains in the
tetrahedral bonds are partially released when O atoms are
inserted in the Si-Si dimers. This means that the distortion of
tetrahedral bonds of Si atoms near the interface has a secondary
effect on the formation of the interface state. Note that both
the charge transfer induced by the bridging O atoms and the
mixing of the orbitals of the O atoms are not dominant factors
for the formation of the interface state. The role of the O
atoms is just to keep the distance between the Si layers so as
to interact with each other.

Interestingly, our finding that the interactions between
the adjacent Si layers induce the interface electron state
suggests that a similar interface state should be easily realized
experimentally just by facing H-terminated reconstructed
Si(001) substrates toward each other.

C. Origin of interface hole state

In the Rec-II interface, the O atoms are inserted in the
Si-Si dimers. The coupling of the pa orbitals of the inserted O
atoms and those of the Si atoms induces the Rec-II interface
hole state. The changes in geometry such as bond length and
angle, charge transfer, and orbital coupling are reflected in the
ab initio calculations. To evaluate the orbital coupling effect

exclusively, we develop a nearest-neighbor tight-binding (TB)
model as follows.

Since the tops of the valence bands of both Rec-I and Rec-II
SLs are composed of almost pa orbitals only, we ignore the
other orbitals, and then expand the WF as

|�(nk)〉 = 1√
N

∑

i

∑

R

C
(nk)
i eik·(R+r i )|φμ(i)(R + r i)〉,

where n is the band index, k is the wave vector, N is the number
of atoms in the unit cell, C

(nk)
i is the expansion coefficient, R

is the lattice vector, r i is the position vector of the atom i, μ(i)
indicates the atomic species (Si or O), and φμ(i) indicates the
pa orbital of the atom μ(i).

The links of the interactions are illustrated in Fig. 4. The
orbitals of the Si atoms of the Si-Si dimer couple each other.
On the other hand, the orbitals of the Si atoms of the Si-O-Si
dimer do not. Instead, those orbitals couple with the orbital of
the inserted O atom. The difference in bond-network topology
between the Rec-I and Rec-II SLs is thus taken into account.

The TB parameters are determined to reproduce the band
structures calculated with the OpenMX and summarized in
Table II. The parameters for Si are determined to reproduce
the band structure of bulk Si as follows. The value of Ep(Si)
is set to be 0.0 eV. The value of Vppπ (Si-Si) [Vppσ (Si-Si)] is
set to reproduce the difference in energy between the �′

25 and
X4 (�15 and �′

25) levels [45]. Bulk Si and the Si layer can be
regarded as being composed of a-directed zigzag chains of Si
atoms. If the nearest-neighbor Si atoms i and j are in the same
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

FIG. 3. (Color) Isosurfaces of WFs. (a) CB1-bottom of a pile
of Si slabs with H-terminated Si-Si dimers (±0.020). Note that the
distance between H atoms of adjacent Si slabs is 0.85 Å. (b) CB1-
bottom of the Rec-I-like SL (±0.020). (c) VB1-top of the Si slab
with OH-terminated Si-O-Si dimers (±0.020 × 21/2). (d) VB1-top of
the Si slab with H-terminated Si-O-Si dimers (±0.020 × 21/2). (e)
VB1-top of the hole-doped Si slab with H-terminated Si-O-Si dimers
(±0.020 × 21/2). Note that the VB1-top level of the hole-doped Si
slab is not occupied by electrons because holes are doped. The H
atoms are placed 1.48 Å apart from the surface Si atoms or 1.00 Å
apart from the O atoms. The structures are not optimized.

chain, the interaction energy between the pa orbitals for bulk
Si is

〈φSi(r i)|H |φSi(rj )〉 = 2Vppσ (Si-Si) + Vppπ (Si-Si)

3
.

On the other hand, if each nearest-neighbor Si atom is in a
different chain,

〈φSi(r i)|H |φSi(rj )〉 = Vppπ (Si-Si).

We assume the same ones for Si atoms in SLs, whereby
the difference in geometry such as bond length and angle is
ignored. The value of Ep(O) is set to reproduce the difference
in energy between the 3p orbital of an isolated Si atom and the
2p orbital of an isolated O atom. The value of V (I)

ppπ (Si-O) is
set to reproduce the difference in energy between the VB1(Z)
and VB1(�) levels of the Rec-I-20ML SL. Here, the VB1(Z)
level indicates the level of the VB1 band at the Z point. The
value of V (II)

ppπ (Si-O) (= −1.488eV), which is determined to
reproduce the energy difference for the Rec-II-20ML SL,
is different from that of V (I)

ppπ (Si-O) (= −1.759eV). This
difference primarily originates from the charge transfer. By
fixing the value of Vppπ (Si-O), the charge transfer effect can be

= Ep(Si) = 0.0 eV = Ep(O) = -5.476 eV

= Vppπ(Si-Si) = -0.700 eV = Vppπ(Si-O) = -1.759 eV

2Vppσ(Si-Si)+Vppπ(Si-Si)
3

=                                               = -1.345 eV

II-ceRI-ceR

1st ML
2nd ML

5-th ML

3rd ML
4-th ML

0-th ML

FIG. 4. Schematic representations of our TB model. The spheres
and bonds represent on-site and hopping matrix elements, respec-
tively. The ith MLs are defined by the gray and white regions.

ignored. Altogether, the effect of the coupling of the pa orbitals
can be exclusively examined by our TB model. Note that the
results obtained by using V ((I))

ppπ (Si-O) are shown below. The
qualitatively same results are obtained by using V (II)

ppπ (Si-O).
Figure 5 shows that the VB1-top level of the Rec-II-20ML

SL is the interface state, while the VB1-top WF of the
Rec-I-20ML SL delocalizes over the Si layer. Since our TB
model qualitatively reproduces the results from the ab initio
calculations, we conclude that the coupling of the pa orbitals
induces the Rec-II interface state.

The interface hole state also occurs in a Si slab with OH-
terminated Si-O-Si dimers [Fig. 3(c)]. However, the degree of
localization is lowered in a Si slab with H-terminated Si-O-
Si dimers [Fig. 3(d)], in which less electrons are transferred
from the surface Si atoms. However, when holes are doped
(one electron per Si40O4H4 unit is removed), the degree of
localization for the H-terminated Si slab increases [Fig. 3(e)].
These results indicate that the electron transfer induced by the
bridging O atoms has a secondary effect on the formation of
the Rec-II interface state. Moreover, our findings suggest that
the locations of the channels of holes in a Si slab and a Si
substrate also can be controlled by surface modification.

TABLE II. Parameters for our tight-binding model (in units of eV).

Ep(Si) 0.000

Vppσ (Si-Si) 2.367

Vppπ (Si-Si) −0.700

Ep(O) −5.476

V (I)
ppπ (Si-O) −1.759

V (II)
ppπ (Si-O) −1.488
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FIG. 5. Probability (Pj ) that an electron of the VB1-top state is
found in the j th ML. Here, Pj = ∑

i lij |Ci |2. lij = 1 if the atom i is
in the j th ML, otherwise lij = 0. Ci is the expansion coefficient for
the pa orbital of the atom i. The zeroth and 21st MLs are O MLs.
The other MLs are Si MLs. Pj is normalized as

∑
j=0,20 Pj = 1.

In a previous ab initio study [46], an interface hole state
was found for a Si/quartz interface, but not found for a
Si/cristobalite interface. From our findings, this result can be
explained by the existence or nonexistence of Si-O-Si dimers
at the Si/SiO2 interface.

D. Transport properties

The Si/O/Si interface electron and hole states have the
following three properties, which makes the Rec-I and Rec-II
SLs attractive to be used for channel materials.

(i) The interface carriers have anisotropic effective masses,
which is ideal for enhancing the carrier mobility along the
channel ([110] direction) and reducing the gate-leakage current
normal to the channel ([110] direction) as follows.

(a) The interface carriers have small effective masses
along the [110] direction as shown in Table III, being
ideal for enhancing the carrier mobility. Specifically, for
the electrons in the Rec-I-4ML and Rec-I-20ML SLs, the
effective masses of CB1 in the [110] direction (mCB1

[110]) are
0.12 and 0.14 me, respectively. Here, me is the electron

TABLE III. Properties of the electrons and holes in the epitaxial
Si/O SLs. The effective masses are given in units of electron mass.
The energy splittings are given in units of meV. For comparison
purpose, the results for s-Si under ∓2 GPa uniaxial stress in the
[110] direction are also shown. For s-Si, �ECB ≡ |ECB3 − ECB1| and
rCB

[110]
≡ mCB1

[110]
/mCB3

[110]
because CB1 and CB2 are degenerated.

Electron mCB1
[110] mCB1

[110]
mCB1

[001] �ECB rCB
[110]

rCB
[001]

Rec-I-4ML 0.12 2.18 2.09 780 6.4 7.5
Rec-I-20ML 0.14 0.38 2.53 97 1.9 1.7
s-Si (-2GPa) 0.16 0.25 1.04 104 0.8 5.4

hole mVB1
[110] mVB1

[110]
mVB1

[001] �EVB rVB
[110]

rVB
[001]

Rec-II-4ML 0.09 1.82 0.74 801 3.6 1.2
Rec-II-20ML 0.11 2.88 0.40 132 1.2 6.4
s-Si (+2GPa) 0.11 1.90 0.27 115 15.0 1.2

mass. The calculated values are smaller than the electron
effective mass obtained for strained Si (s-Si) under 2 GPa
uniaxial tensile stress in the [110] direction: 0.16 me.
Similarly, for the holes in the Rec-II-4ML and Rec-II-20ML
SLs, the values of mVB1

[110] are 0.09 and 0.11 me, respectively.
These are smaller than or comparable to the hole effective
mass of s-Si under 2 GPa uniaxial compressive stress in
the [110] direction: 0.11 me. The [110] direction is the
best suited direction toward which the channel is oriented
because both electrons and holes in the SLs take the
smallest effective mass (see the Supplemental Material for
details [30]).

(b) The interface carriers have large effective masses in
the direction normal to the [110] direction, being ideal for
reducing the gate-leakage current [13]. Specifically, for the
electrons in the Rec-I-4ML (Rec-I-20ML) SL, mCB1

[110]
and

mCB1
[001] are 2.18 and 2.09 me (0.38 and 2.53 me), respectively.

These are much larger than mCB1
[110]: 0.12 me (0.14 me).

Similarly, for the holes in the Rec-II-4ML (Rec-II-20ML)
SL, mVB1

[110]
and mVB1

[001] are 1.82 and 0.74 me (2.88 and

0.40 me), respectively. These are much larger than mVB1
[110]:

0.09 me (0.11 me).
(ii) Most electrons (holes) occupy the interface state,

allowing us to make the best use of the small effective
mass of the interface state, because the energy splitting
�ECB ≡ |ECB2 − ECB1| (�EVB ≡ |EVB2 − EVB1|) is much
larger than kBT at room temperature: 26 meV. Here, ECBi

(EVBi) is the energy at the bottom of the ith lowest conduction
band CBi (top of the ith highest valence band VBi). kB and
T are Boltzmann constant and room temperature (300 K),
respectively. Furthermore, the value of �ECB (�EVB) is
expected to increase due to the quantum confinement when the
gate bias is applied because rCB

[110]
,rCB

[001] > 1 ( rVB
[110]

,rVB
[001] > 1)

[13]. Here, rCB
[110]

≡ mCB1
[110]

/mCB2
[110]

.
(iii) The interface states are nondegenerated, being ideal

for reducing the interband scattering [12].

E. Quantum confinement effects

The localization of the electrons and holes around the
interfaces is somehow unexpected and contrary to Tsu’s
expectations [22]. However, this does not imply that there is
no quantum confinement effect in the Si/O SLs. Actually, the
quantum confinement effects impact on the electronic states
whose WFs delocalize over the Si layers. Interestingly, unlike
for the nanostructures embedded in thick insulating layers, the
impact of the quantum confinement induced by the Si/O/Si
interfaces depends on the symmetry matching between the
WF and the interface structure. The WFs of the Va and Vb

levels of the Rec-I-20ML SL are characterized by zigzag
chains of p orbitals along the a and b directions, respectively
[Fig. 2(c)]. These two levels are degenerated in bulk Si.
In the SL, however, the Va level lies 94 meV above the Vb level
due to the symmetry-dependent quantum confinement effect.
The b-directed chains do not match the five-membered rings
of the interfaces. Therefore, the Vb WF cannot penetrate
through the interface and is confined in the Si layers. On
the other hand, the a-directed chains match the symmetry
of the interface so that, although the amplitude is decreased
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around the interface, the Va WF penetrates through it, and the
electronic states of the adjacent Si layers couple each other.
Due to the coupling, the energy of the VB1, to which the Va

level belongs, increases as it goes from the � point to the Z

point in the Brillouin zone.
For reference, we show the band structures of H-terminated

20ML-Si slabs in Appendix D. The band gaps (Egs) of
Si nanostructures are usually higher than the Eg of bulk
Si due to quantum-confinement effects [1–10]. Actually,
the Egs of the 20 ML Si slabs with H-terminated Si-Si
dimers (0.80 eV), OH-terminated Si-Si dimers (0.74 eV),
H-terminated nonreconstructed surface (0.78 eV) are larger
than the Eg of bulk Si (0.62 eV in our simulation scheme).
Contrary to the conventional Si nanostructures, the Egs of
the Rec-I-20ML SL (0.63 eV) and the Rec-II-20ML SL
(0.50 eV) are comparable to and smaller than the Eg of bulk
Si, respectively. This is because the interface states are not
influenced by the quantum-confinement effects. Similarly, the
Eg of the 20 ML Si slab with OH-terminated Si-O-Si dimers
(0.56 eV) is smaller than that of bulk Si. The Eg of the 20ML
Si slab with H-terminated Si-O-Si dimers (0.64 eV) is larger
than that of the OH-terminated Si slab because of the weaker
localization in the H-terminated Si slab. We also note that the
Rec-I-20ML SL has a direct band gap. However, the radiative
recombination rate, 41 s−1, is small because the WFs of the CI

and Va levels do not overlap well each other. For reference, the
rates for H-terminated Si nanodots of 2.4 nm in diameter [8]
are more than 103 s−1.

-0.6
-0.4
-0.2

 0
 0.2
 0.4
 0.6

A Γ B Y Γ Z

eV

Va&Vb

Δ2Δ2Γ1&Δ2Γ2Δ4

 0

 0.1

 0.2

 0.3

 0.4

 0.5

 0.6

Γ [0,0,1] Γ Z

eV

(a) band structure (b) unitcell

(c) zone folding

[001]

[110]
[110]

(d) primitive unitcell

[110]

[101]
[011]

FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) Band structure of bulk Si calculated
using a unit cell shown in (b). Note that A = 2π

lb
( 1

2 , 1
2 ,0) ≡ [ 1

2 , 1
2 ,0],

� = [0,0,0], B = [− 1
4 , 1

4 ,0], Y = [0,1,0], and Z = [0,0, 1
10 ], where

lb is the lattice constant of bulk Si. These points are not necessarily
in the first Brillouin zone. (c) Zone folding. Left panel is the band
structure of bulk Si calculated using the primitive unit cell shown in
(d). Right panel is the band structure calculated using the unit cell
shown in (b).

F. Large valley splitting

Another interesting consequence of the quantum confine-
ment effect on the Rec-II-20ML SL consists in the energy
splitting of the sixfold conduction band minimum of bulk
Si, being ideal for developing Si-based qubits [47]. Since the
electron effective masses along the z direction of the fourfold
in-plane �4 valleys are smaller than those of the twofold
out-of-plane �2 valleys, the increases in energy of the �4

valleys due to the quantum confinement are larger than those of
the �2 valleys. The lower-energy �2 valleys further split into
�2� and �2Z valleys due to the valley-valley coupling [47].
The splitting for Si nanostructures is usually small (at most
1 meV [48]), which prevents developing Si-based qubits. For

Rec-I-20ML
Va

Rec-I-20ML
Vb

bulk
Va

bulk
Vb

[001]

[110]
[110]

[001]

[110]
[110]

Rec-II-20ML
Δ2Γ

bulk
Δ2Γ1+Δ2Γ2

21/2

Rec-II-20ML
Δ2Z

bulk
Δ2Γ1−Δ2Γ2

21/2

[001]

[110]
[110]

[001]

[110]
[110]

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 7. (Color online) Comparison of WFs of bulk Si (�) and
epitaxial Si/O SLs (
). Isosurfaces of (a) (��2�1

− ��2�2
)/21/2

and 
�2�
, (b) (��2�1

+ ��2�2
)/21/2 and 
�2Z

, (c) �Va and 
Va ,
and (d) �Vb and 
Vb . ±0.021 isosurfaces for (��2�1

− ��2�2
)/21/2

and (��2�1
+ ��2�2

)/21/2, ±0.018 for 
�2�
and 
�2Z

, ±0.020 for
�Va , �Vb , 
Va , and 
Vb are shown.
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the Rec-II-20ML SL, however, the magnitude of the energy
splitting is 15.3 meV (see the Supplemental Material for the
accuracy [30]). This value is larger than the reported values
for a 20ML Si well embedded in Ge (2 meV) and for a 40ML
Si well embedded in an optimal Si/Ge SL (8.7 meV) [47].

We also investigate the valley splitting in Si slabs. The
values for the 20ML Si slabs with OH-terminated Si-O-Si
dimers (12.2 meV), H-terminated Si-O-Si dimers (11.0 meV),
and OH-terminated Si-Si dimers (11.8 meV) are larger than
those for H-terminated Si-Si dimers (2.1 meV) and H-
terminated nonreconstructed surface (0.1 meV). These results
imply that the surface oxidation enhances the valley splitting.
The formation of Si-O bonds near Si/SiO2 interfaces might
play an important role for the 23-meV large splitting observed
in a SiO2/Si(001)/SiO2 quantum well [49].

IV. CONCLUSION

To conclude, using geometrical considerations and ab initio
calculations, we have shown that our Rec-I and Rec-II Si/O
SL models are energetically more favorable than all the
models proposed so far. Our Si/O/Si interface models are
composed of reconstructed Si{001} surfaces connected by
Si-O-Si bridges, which allows each atom to maintain its natural

CBM

(a) Rec-I-40ML

VBM CBM

(b) Rec-II-40ML

VBM

[001]

[110]
[110]

[001]

[110]
[110]

[001]

[110]
[110]

FIG. 8. (Color online) Isosurfaces of CBM and VBM WFs.
(a) Epitaxial Rec-I-40ML superlattice. ±0.020 and ±0.020/21/2

isosurfaces are shown for the CBM and VBM WFs, respectively.
(b) Epitaxial Rec-II-40ML superlattice. ±0.018/21/2 and ±0.020
isosurfaces are shown for the CBM and VBM WFs, respectively.

bonding configuration. The part of the Rec-II interface is
experimentally accessible just by oxidizing a Si(001) substrate.
To complete the Rec-II superlattice, we have proposed a
three-step method. We have also explored the potential of our
Si/O superlattice models for new materials used in future Si
electronics. To our surprise, the Rec-I and Rec-II interfaces
create the interface electron and hole states, respectively. The
Rec-I interface state originates from the interactions between
the adjacent Si layers. This indicates that similar interface
states should be easily realized experimentally just by facing
H-terminated reconstructed Si(001) substrates toward each
other or by stacking Si slabs with H-terminated Si-Si dimers.
On the other hand, the pa orbitals of O atoms inserted in the
Si-Si dimers induce the Rec-II interface state. This indicates
that the locations of channels of holes in a Si slab and a Si
substrate can be controlled by surface modification as well.
Interestingly, the Rec-I and Rec-II interface carriers have small
effective masses in the direction parallel to the channel ([110]
direction) and large effective masses in the direction normal to
the channel ([110] direction), making the Si/O superlattices
attractive to be used for channel materials. We have also shown
that the valley splitting of Si is enhanced by the formation of the
Si/O/Si interfaces, being ideal for developing Si based qubits.
Our findings open new perspectives to design and control the
electronic properties of Si.
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(a) Rec-I slab
CBM VBM

(b) Rec-II slab
CBM VBM

[001]

[110]
[110]

[001]

[110]
[110]

[001]

[110]
[110]

FIG. 9. (Color online) Isosurfaces of CBM and VBM WFs.
(a) Rec-I slab. ±0.020 × 21/2 and ±0.020 isosurfaces are shown for
the CBM and VBM WFs, respectively. (b) Rec-II slab. ±0.018 and
±0.020 × 21/2 isosurfaces are shown for the CBM and VBM WFs,
respectively.
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APPENDIX A: BAND STRUCTURE AND WAVE
FUNCTIONS OF BULK SI

The band structure of bulk Si calculated using a unit cell
containing 20 ML of Si is shown in Fig. 6(a). The conduction
band minimum of bulk Si is sixfold, namely, the �2 and �4

levels are degenerated. The �2�1 and �2�2 levels, which are
the twofold lowest energy levels of the conduction band at �,
are folded from the 2π

lb
(0,0, ± 8

10 ) points of the band structure
calculated using the primitive unit cell [Figs. 6(c) and 6(d)].

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show that the �2� and �2Z levels of
the Rec-II-20ML SL originate from the �2�1 and �2�2 levels
of bulk Si, respectively. Actually, 
�2�

and 
�2Z
resemble to

(��2�1
− ��2�2

)/21/2 and (��2�1
+ ��2�2

)/21/2, respectively.
Here, 
�2�

(
�2Z
) is the WF of the �2� (�2Z) level of the

Rec-II-20ML SL and ��2�1
(��2�2

) is the WF of the �2�1

(�2�2 ) level of bulk Si. Note that the molecular orbitals of
the adjacent Si layers in the 
�2�

are in phase because the
�2� level is located at the � point. On the other hand, the
molecular orbitals of the adjacent Si layers in the 
�2Z

are
out of phase because the �2Z level is located at the Z point.
Figures 7(c) and 7(d) also show that the Va and Vb levels of
the Rec-I-20ML SL originate from the Va and Vb levels of
bulk Si, respectively.

APPENDIX B: WAVE FUNCTIONS OF THE REC-I-AND
REC-II-40ML SUPERLATTICES

The WFs of the epitaxial Rec-I- and Rec-II-40ML SLs were
calculated using Si7.0-s2p2d1 and O5.0-s2p2d1 basis sets,
and are shown in Fig. 8. The atomic positions are optimized
using an out-of-plane unit-cell vector c = (− lb

4 , lb
4 ,cz20ML +

5lb). Here, cz20ML is the calculated z component of c for the
corresponding 20ML SL.

The conduction-band-minimum (CBM) WF of the Rec-I-
40ML SL is localized around the Rec-I interface, while the
valence-band-maximum (VBM) WF delocalizes over the Si
layers. For the Rec-II-40ML SL, reversely, the VBM WF is
localized around the Rec-II interface, while the CBM WF
delocalizes over the Si layers.

APPENDIX C: WAVE FUNCTIONS OF SLAB MODELS
HAVING ONE Sl/O/Si INTERFACE

The WFs of isolated slabs composed of one Si/O/Si
interface between two Si layers are shown in Fig. 9. Each
Si layer consists of 20 MLs of Si. The surface dangling bonds
are terminated by hydrogen to remove the dangling-bond states
from the band gap. The H atoms are placed 1.4 Å apart from
surface Si atoms, but the atomic positions are not optimized.

(a) H-terminated non-reconstructed surface (b) H-terminated Si-Si dimers
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(c) OH-terminated Si-Si dimers (d) hole-doped H-terminated Si-Si dimers
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(e) H-terminated Si-O-Si dimers (f) OH-terminated Si-O-Si dimers
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FIG. 10. Band structures of 20ML Si slabs with (a) H-terminated non-reconstructed surface, (b) H-terminated Si-Si dimers, (c) OH-
terminated Si-Si dimers, (d) hole-doped H-terminated Si-Si dimers: one electron per Si40O4H4 unit is removed, (e) H-terminated Si-O-Si
dimers, and (f) OH-terminated Si-O-Si dimers.
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Note that, in Appendix D, the H atoms are placed 1.48 Å apart
from surface Si atoms, but the small difference in Si-H bond
length does not affect the results.

The CBM WF of the Rec-I slab is localized around the Rec-I
interface, while the VBM WF delocalizes over the Si layers.
For the Rec-II slab, reversely, the VBM WF is localized around
the Rec-II interface, while the CBM WF delocalizes over the
Si layers. These results show that the formation of one Si/O/Si
interface is enough to create the interface channel.

APPENDIX D: BAND STRUCTURES OF
H-TERMINATED 20 ML SI SLABS

The band structures of 20ML Si slabs are shown in
Fig. 10. The structure models are constructed by cutting
out bulk Si, Rec-I-20ML SL, or Rec-II-20ML SL. The H
atoms are placed 1.48 and 1.00 Å apart from surface Si
and O atoms, respectively. Note that each surface Si atom
of nonreconstructed surface has two Si-H bonds.
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